Release of engineered nanomaterials from polymer nanocomposites: diffusion, dissolution, and desorption.
Polymer nanocomposites-polymer-based materials that incorporate filler elements possessing at least one dimension in the nanometer range-are increasingly being developed for commercial applications ranging from building infrastructure to food packaging to biomedical devices and implants. Despite a wide range of intended applications, it is also important to understand the potential for exposure to these nanofillers, which could be released during routine use or abuse of these materials, so it can be determined whether they pose a risk to human health or the environment. This article is the first in a series of two that review the state of the science regarding the release of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) from polymer nanocomposites. Two ENM release paradigms are considered in this series: the release of ENMs via passive diffusion, desorption, and dissolution into external liquid media and release of ENMs assisted by matrix degradation. The present article focuses primarily on the first paradigm and includes (1) an overview of basic interactions between polymers and liquid environments and a brief summary of diffusion physics as they apply to polymeric materials; (2) a summary of both experimental and theoretical methods to assess contaminant release (including ENMs) from polymers by diffusion, dissolution, and desorption; and (3) a thorough, critical review of the associated body of peer-reviewed literature on ENM release by these mechanisms. A short outlook section on knowledge gaps and future research needs is also provided.